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Summary :


Experiencing difficulties when it comes to splitting PDF files? Fear not. This article offers comprehensive instructions on performing this task on Windows, encompassing both Windows 10 and 11.
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The need to split PDFs often arises when dealing with extensive documents that contain more information than required. Whether it’s to focus on relevant content for a presentation, share specific parts of a report, or simply for better file organization, this guide will equip you with the tools and techniques necessary.

This page is to help you split the PDFs on your Window, streamlining your workflow and enhancing document management.

Split PDF on Windows Online

PDFgear’s online splitter is a user-friendly tool for swiftly dividing PDF files. Its web-based platform eliminates the need for software installation, catering to mobile and occasional users. Ideal for extracting pages or breaking documents into smaller parts for seamless processing.

Furthermore, PDFgear offers a diverse set of free online tools for your convenience.

Step 1. Navigate to PDFgear online splitter > Click the “Select PDF files” button > Choose a PDF to upload.
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Step 2. Type the page range to want to split in the designed box separated by commas, and click “Split”.
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Step 3. Download the split files. PDFgear provides a zip folder of the split files for convenient management.
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Using Chrome to Split PDF

Chrome, a web browser from Google, features a built-in PDF viewer. Beyond browsing, users can seamlessly read, draw on, and print PDF files by dragging them into Chrome for instant upload, eliminating the necessity for an external PDF reader.

Step 1. Easily open your PDF by dragging and dropping it into Chrome. Alternatively, enter the PDF file link directly in Chrome for quick access.
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Step 2. Navigate to “Print” > Find and click on the “Save as PDF” option > Select “Custom” > Set the page range you want to retain after splitting > Click “Save”.
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Additionally, you have the option to split your PDF by saving either all odd or even pages.
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Although PDFgear online splitter is limited to 50MB, and Chrome cannot split a PDF into multiple files simultaneously, opting for a PDF splitter without size or quantity restrictions is preferable. PDFgear provides extensive splitting options, including batch and multiple modes, with no constraints on file size or quantity, and it doesn’t require account registration.



Split PDF with a Free PDF Splitter

Using a free PDF splitter for your task can indeed be enjoyable. However, the question arises: do free tools meet all your needs? Is there a genuinely free PDF splitting tool available?

Absolutely! PDFgear is a robust and free PDF splitter crafted for user convenience. It offers a seamless experience without the need for registration, login, or subscription. Enjoy the service without worrying about file size or quantity restrictions.

PDFgear for Windows makes batch processing and customized splitting effortless as well.

Step 1. Install PDFgear for Windows

Download PDFgear by clicking the button below. Alternatively, you can go to the official webpage to learn what is PDFgear for Windows, how it works, and what features it offers.



PDFgear – Free Split PDF Documents

PDFgear for Windows—powerful, free, and user-friendly. It effortlessly splits PDFs, supports batch processing, and offers flexible custom and fixed-range splitting options. A reliable solution for efficient document management.



Free Download



Step 2. Upload PDF Files to PDFgear

Double-click the PDFgear to launch it > Hit “Hot Tools” > Click “Split PDF”.
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Then a pop-up window will appear; click “Add Files” to upload PDFs. Batch uploading is supported.
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Step 3. Customize Split Settings

Choose “Custom Range” for specific pages or “Fixed Range” for regular intervals. Pick an output path for the split files. Click “Split” to complete the process.
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Note

If you’re an Adobe Acrobat DC subscriber and prefer not to explore other software, follow these steps within Adobe Acrobat DC to split your PDF.



Using Adobe Acrobat DC to Split PDF

Adobe Acrobat DC offers a dependable and accurate solution for splitting PDFs on Windows, highly favored by professional document editors for its versatile splitting options, like page number or bookmark division.

Yet, its subscription fee and demanding resource requirements might deter casual or infrequent users.

Step 1. Open Adobe Acrobat DC > Click on the “File” menu > Choose “Open” and select the PDF file you wish to split.

Before using Adobe Acrobat DC, it is necessary to register an account, log in, and complete the payment process.
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Step 2. Look for the “Tools” tab on the top ribbon > Click it > Select “Organize Pages”
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Step 3. Click on the “Split” button in the top toolbar. This opens a new dialog box offering various splitting options: by number of pages, file size, or top-level bookmarks.
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Step 4. Click the “Output Options” to specify the destination folder and naming scheme for the split files. You can opt to have the files labeled numerically or keep the original file name with a suffix. Then click the “Split” button to complete your work.
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FAQs

Is It Possible to Split a PDF Into Specific Page Ranges?

Yes, use PDFgear to complete the issue for free. Get PDFgear > Click “Split PDF“ under “Hot Tools” > Upload PDFs by clicking “Add Files” > Set page range > Choose an output path > Hit “Split”

Do I Need to Pay for Software to Split a PDF on Windows?

While some tools like Adobe Acrobat DC require a subscription, there are free alternatives available such as PDFgear for Windows. You can check the PDF splitting guide above.

Can I Split a PDF While Maintaining Its Original Formatting?

Certainly! Whether you’re using the online tool or the offline version of PDFgear, you can split a PDF while preserving its original formatting and layout.

Is It Safe to Use Online PDF Splitting Tools for Confidential Documents?

Is it secure to use online PDF splitting tools for confidential documents? While online tools offer convenience, prioritizing privacy and security is crucial for sensitive files. PDFgear’s online splitter, for instance, ensures data safety by not retaining your files. Uploaded documents are entirely deleted from the server upon leaving the website. Refer to its Privacy Policy for more information.

Conclusion

Explore various tools and methods for efficient PDF file management discussed above, allowing you to choose the one that suits you best. If you’re already subscribed to Adobe Acrobat DC or Foxit PhantomPDF, these may be your preferred options.

However, if you prefer a subscription-free and secure approach regarding personal information, PDFgear stands out as the ideal solution.

With PDFgear, there’s no need to register or log in; all functions are free, with no paid features. Alternatively, for those who prefer not to download software, online toolkits can offer viable solutions. Try PDFgear for seamless PDF file splitting!
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